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What impact will AI have on Companies?
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Prof. Clayton Christensen (1952- 2020) 
Harvard Business School

Most influential business thinker



The risk of beeing left behind is enormous!
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1952 - 2020
Prof. Clayton Christensen

"Disruptive innovations are developments that 
completely replace or displace an existing 
technology, product or service and render the 
investments of the previously dominant 
companies useless." 

Entire countries will lose their 
competitiveness. 

If disruptive technologies are used too late, this 
can pose a significant risk to the competitiveness 
of a company/country and lead to stagnation, 
economic decline and the loss of global relevance. 



Principles of disruptive developments
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» Generative AI

The innovators dilemma (Clayton Christensen)
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Principles of disruptive developments
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» Generative AI

Source: Board of Innovation, 2023, The innovators dilemma (Clayton 
Christensen)
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Generative AI is one of the most disruptive 
technologies we have ever seen
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» Generative AI

Source: Board of Innovation, 2023, The innovators dilemma (Clayton Christensen)
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Principles of disruptive developments
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» Generative AI

Source: Board of Innovation, 2023, The innovators dilemma (Clayton 
Christensen)
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How AI affects certain industries
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Healthcare Agriculture Industry

» enabling more precise 
diagnoses,

» personalized treatment plans 
» predictive analyses to 

prevent diseases
» …

» precision farming
» crop monitoring
» predictive analytics 
» autonomous agricultural 

machinery.
» …

» enabling smart factories
» predictive maintenance
» quality control 
» autonomous robotics on a 

whole new level…
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AI will revolutionize every industry!



+ 1.000 Examples from all over the world
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The revolution is happening right now!



What does that mean for European 
companies
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Investments in 
AI
USA

249 Billion 
USD 

Chin
a95 Billion USD 

Ger
man
y7 Billion USD 

USA leads the race, China is second

Leading AI Companies 
by market 
capitalization) » Microsoft
» Alphabet 
» NVIDIA 
» Meta Platforms

» Tesla
» IBM 
» Palantir
» Mobileye 

» Dynatrace 
» Uipath 
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We can not compete on the level of 
base technology!

... but we can compete on how we use AI 
to be more innovative.
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1952 - 2020
Prof. Clayton Christensen

What Clayton Christensen might recommend

Companies must embrace AI as a strategic imperative, integrating it 
into their business models, processes, and decision-making to drive 
efficiency, innovation, and competitive advantage in an increasingly 
AI-driven world.
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1952 - 2020
Prof. Clayton Christensen

What Clayton Christensen might recommend

Companies must embrace AI as a strategic imperative, integrating it 
into their business models, processes, and decision-making to drive 
efficiency, innovation, and competitive advantage in an increasingly 
AI-driven world.

Many companies do not have the 
skills to keep up with developments!



What countries need to focus on!
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Innovation Ecosystems as 
a solution?
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Public Institutions

Universities

StartupsSMEs

Corporates

Municipaliti
es

Countries need to:

» prioritize investments in innovation ecosystems 
to thrive in the AI economy.„

» foster innovation and address ethical, privacy 
surrounding AI adoption, ensuring a balance 
between societal benefits and potential risks.„



Three Steps to implement an 
AI Strategy
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Quelle: Jonas Andrulis

21 3

DATA Protection 
(Value Build)

» Biggest unique value 
» Protection and use 
» Curation an refinement

Business Transformation
(Value Capture)

» Exploit existing 
competencies

» Iterative improvement
» Targeting 2y+ capability

Develop Next Generation
(Value Expansion)

» Strategic Analysis
» Innovation & Discovery
» Prepare Scale



Three Steps to implement AI 
Strategies
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Countries & Companies
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Let's go and innovate our 
innovation strategies!

Thank you and all the best for 
a successful journey into a new era.


